ABSTRACT

In this paper, we conduct the first global-scale measurement study to unveil how 30 mobile operators manage mobility support in their carrier networks. Using a novel, device-centric tool, MMLab, we are able to crawl runtime configurations without the assistance from operators. Using handoff configurations from 32,000+ cells and > 18,700 handoff instances, we uncover how policy-based handoffs work in practice. We further study how the configuration parameters affect the handoff performance and user data access.

Our study exhibits three main points regarding handoff configurations. 1) Operators deploy extremely complex and diverse configurations to control how handoff is performed. 2) The setting of handoff configuration values affect data performance in a rational way. 3) While giving better control granularity over handoff procedures, such diverse configurations also lead to unexpected negative compound effects to performance and efficiency. Moreover, our study of mobility support through a device-side approach gives valuable insights to network operators, mobile users and the research community.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Internet is going mobile. To date, billions of mobile users are accessing the Internet as they move. For their Internet access, the cellular network plays a pivotal role, since it is the only global-scale infrastructure with ubiquitous mobility support. Central to its mobility management is the handoff scheme [6]. In a nutshell, handoffs switch mobile device’s serving cell tower (called cell hereafter) from one to another as the user roams. It is a mechanism that may greatly affect user experience. For instance, data services are disrupted if an expected handoff happens too late (e.g., no handoff yet while the old cell’s radio signal quality is too weak); data throughput drops when a handoff makes a bad choice (e.g., 2G cell instead of high-speed 4G cell).

Despite its importance, there is little study on real-world handoff practices. Current efforts focus on how handoffs affect TCP and applications [20, 21, 25] and how to improve their performance [16–18, 26, 29]. Instead, we study how and why handoffs are performed over operational networks, as well as their implications on data access. This is the focus of this work.

We have identified three challenges. First, practical handoffs take the policy-based approach. Each handoff takes into account many factors, including cell priorities, radio link quality, a list of events of interest, eligible candidate cells, etc. It runs multiple asynchronous procedures (say, measurement, reporting, decision and execution, Figure 1). Each procedure has its own configuration parameters, while following the common mechanism (logic) standardized in the specifications (3GPP [5–9, 12]). For example, a certain measurement is triggered when the serving cell’s radio signal strength $r_S$ is smaller than a certain threshold, $r_S \leq \Theta_{r_S}$. Through configuring distinct values for $\Theta_{r_S}$, operators manage handoffs at each cell and different locations. Therefore, tunable configurations play an important role on policy-based handoffs. Second, no large-scale handoff traces are publicly available. Given the policy-based practice, operators are reluctant to reveal their data sets due to privacy concerns. Moreover, it is nontrivial for the operators to collect and archive handoff operations, given that handoffs are executed at each cell for each mobile device in the distributed manner over geo-distributed areas. Third, handoff configurations take many parameters and are distributed at all cells for a mobile carrier network. The standard specifications [6, 7, 9, 10, 12] describe 66 parameters for a single 4G cell and 91 parameters for 3G/2G RATs (radio access technologies, see Table 4 for an illustration).

To address the above challenges, we take a device-centric, rather than infrastructure-centric, approach to measurement study on
handoffs. We thus design MMLab, a software tool that runs at the mobile device without operators’ assistance. In a nutshell, MMLab takes the device-centric approach to crawling handoff configurations from operational networks. It leverages the fact that handoff configurations are broadcast by the serving cell and reach each nearby mobile device. It consequently extracts all configuration parameters from the signaling messages received at the mobile device, thus enabling real-world handoff configuration collection via smartphones only.

Using MMLab, we and our volunteers have collected handoff configuration traces and handoff instances from global mobile carriers across three continents. Our data set D1 contains > 18,700 handoff instances, while our data set D2 covers handoff configurations from 32,000+ cells over 30 carriers in North America, Europe and Asia.

Based on the traces, we conduct an in-depth study on cellular mobility support. We examine why and how a handoff is triggered at a cell (reason and procedure), rather than which cell is eventually chosen (consequence). We look into persistent and structural factors that determine a handoff procedure, instead of transient factors like time-varying radio channel quality and network states. We provide answers to the following two questions: (Q1) What are these configurations in the wild? (Q2) What impacts do these policy-based configurations have on handoff performance? How do they affect data access for mobile users?

Specifically, we first use dataset D1 to characterize small-scale handoff configurations (Q1) and empirically assess their performance impacts on handoff configurations (Q2). We further use dataset D2 to conduct a large-scale study and show how they are configured and explore why. Table 1 summarizes our main findings to be elaborated later. Our measurement study yields many interesting results which have not been anticipated or reported. Specifically, handoff configurations may not select the cell with best radio signals, and they are extremely diverse. Operators use a few popular choices to decide their policy practice. While some configurations sound rational, a few others seem to be problematic. They may degrade handoff quality or cause problematic handoffs; in many real cases, we observe that timing, rather than better radio signal quality, is more critical to mobility performance. We discuss their implications for operators and mobile users, and identify new research opportunities inspired by our study.

### Table 1: Summary of our main findings.

| Q1 | Real-world handoff configurations are extremely complex and diverse and allow micro-level mobility management in the wild. | 1a. Handoffs are policy-based and their configuration space is high-dimensional. | Tab. 2 |
| Q2 | Configurations affect radio signal and performance as expected (by design), but not all the impacts are intuitively ‘positive’. | 1b. Parameter values exhibit rich diversity (distinct distribution and dispersion). They are affected by many factors like carriers, frequency, location etc. | Fig. 3, 10, 13 – 22 |
|    |    | 1c. Study of handoff configuration diversity helps troubleshooting problematic practice. | §5.4.1 |
|    |    | 1d. Most configurations seem reasonable but not all are well justified. | Fig. 18 |
|    |    | 2a. The serving cell’s radio signal quality in handoffs changes as configured. | Fig. 6, 9, 10 |
|    |    | 2b. Data performance impacts match with expected consequences by reasoning. | Fig. 8, 7 |
|    |    | 2c. Improving radio signal quality is not the sole key to better data performance. In most cases, timing of handoffs is more crucial. | Fig. 8, 9 |
|    |    | 2d. Current configurations for both active-state and idle-state handoffs are ‘questionable’ in terms of performance and efficiency. | Fig. 8, 11 |

Figure 1: One basic handoff procedure.

### 2 POLICY-BASED HANDBOFF PRIMER

Cellular networks deploy many overlapping cells across geographic areas. At a given location, a mobile device is served by one cell but covered by multiple cells in proximity. The cells may use distinct RATs of 2G, 3G and 4G. Each cell further operates over a given frequency channel (see [30] for a complete list of channels).

A handoff switches the serving cell from one to another. Depending on the used frequencies, handoff can happen over: intra-freq (on the same RAT and frequency channel), inter-freq (on the same RAT but different channels), and inter-RAT (on different RATs).

Handoffs are generally classified into two categories: idle-state handoff and active-state handoff, depending on whether the device is at the idle/active state without/with user traffic. The idle-state handoff is performed by the device. It selects an appropriate cell for future access. The active-state handoff is initiated by the network. The serving cell migrates the device to another target cell to retain radio access.

#### 2.1 Handoff Procedures

Figure 1 depicts a basic handoff procedure. It typically consists of four to five steps: configuration, measurement, reporting (only for active-state handoff), decision and execution. Initially, the device is served by cell S; it receives handoff configuration parameters broadcast by S (①) and learns the criteria to trigger, decide and perform a handoff, including whether to invoke measurement, what and when to measure, whether/when/what to report and how to determine the next target cell, to name a few. The subsequent steps (②-③) will be invoked when the criteria configured by S’s handoff parameters are satisfied at runtime.

---

1Our codes and datasets will be released to the public.
Active-state and idle-state handoffs differ at step 3. In an active-state handoff, the device reports its measurement results (obtained at 2) to S when the reporting criterion is met (e.g., one candidate cell’s radio signal strength is offset stronger than S’s). S then decides whether to switch to a new cell and to which cell to go (3). In an idle-state handoff, step 3 is skipped. The device makes a decision locally using the decision criteria pre-configured by the serving cell. Eventually, the cell switches from S to T under network-device cooperation (5). Once this round completes, the device is served by T and is ready to repeat the above procedure.

2.2 Policy-Based Configurations

Cellular networks use policy-based handoffs. Each handoff takes into account many factors, including cell priorities, radio link quality, list of events of interest, eligible candidate cells, etc. According to the standard specifications [6, 7, 9, 10, 12], our measurement study covers 66 parameters for a single 4G LTE cell and 91 parameters for four 3G/2G RATs (Tab. 4). Due to space limitations, we use only 4G LTE to illustrate the main parameters (Tab. 2) and their use. Complementary to the general handoff procedure described previously, Figure 2 uses a decision tree to exemplify how each step is determined by handoff configurations in three stages: measurement, reporting, and decision.  

- **Measurement.** It is unnecessary to measure all candidate cells at all times. LTE runs two types of measurements: (M1) intra-freq and (M2) non-intra-freq (aka, inter-freq and inter-RAT) [12]. Both support event-based and periodic modes. If

\[ r_S \leq \Theta_{\text{intra}}(\Theta_{\text{nonintra}}), \text{ (actually, } r_S - \Delta_{\text{min}} \leq \Theta) \]  

\[ P_{\text{S}} \leq P_C \text{?} \]

Active-state and idle-state handoffs differ at step 3. In an active-state handoff, the device reports its measurement results (obtained at 2) to S when the reporting criterion is met (e.g., one candidate cell’s radio signal strength is offset stronger than S’s). S then decides whether to switch to a new cell and to which cell to go (3). In an idle-state handoff, step 3 is skipped. The device makes a decision locally using the decision criteria pre-configured by the serving cell. Eventually, the cell switches from S to T under network-device cooperation (5). Once this round completes, the device is served by T and is ready to repeat the above procedure.

### Table 2: Main configuration parameters standardized for handoff at 4G LTE cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Remark</th>
<th>Used for</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell priority</td>
<td>( P_{\text{S}} )</td>
<td>Priority of the serving cell, ranging from 0-7 with 7 being the most preferred</td>
<td>measurement, decision</td>
<td>SIB 3, 5, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( P_{\text{C}} )</td>
<td>Priority of candidate cells in neighborhood, associated with its frequency channel, i.e., ( P_{\text{freq}} )</td>
<td>measurement, decision</td>
<td>SIB 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Theta_{\text{intra}} )</td>
<td>Threshold of radio signal strength level for intra-freq measurement (( \Theta_{\text{intra,rsrp}} ) ( \Theta_{\text{intra,rsrq}} ))</td>
<td>measurement</td>
<td>SIB 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Theta_{\text{nonintra}} )</td>
<td>Threshold of radio signal strength level for non intra-freq measurement (( \Theta_{\text{nonintra,rsrp}} ) ( \Theta_{\text{nonintra,rsrq}} ))</td>
<td>measurement</td>
<td>SIB 3, 5, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio signal evaluation</td>
<td>( H_e, \theta_e, \Delta_e )</td>
<td>Hysteresis, threshold(s) and offset(s) used for the reporting event (A1–A5, B1–B2)</td>
<td>reporting</td>
<td>SIB 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Theta_{\text{higher,cell}} )</td>
<td>Threshold of radio signal evaluation for a higher-priority candidate cell</td>
<td>decision</td>
<td>SIB 3, 5, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Theta_{\text{lower,cell}} )</td>
<td>Thresholds for a lower-priority candidate cell and the higher-priority serving one</td>
<td>decision</td>
<td>SIB 3, 5, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer</td>
<td>( T_{\text{rescale}} )</td>
<td>Time required to fulfill switching condition</td>
<td>measurement</td>
<td>SIB 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( T_{\text{reportTrigger}} )</td>
<td>Time to trigger when measurement report triggering criterion is always fulfilled</td>
<td>reporting</td>
<td>event A1-A5,B1-B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( T_{\text{reporting}} )</td>
<td>Interval for sending measurement report</td>
<td>reporting</td>
<td>event A1-A5,B1-B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( T_{\text{decision}} )</td>
<td>Time to trigger when the radio signal evaluation criterion is always fulfilled</td>
<td>decision</td>
<td>event A1-A5,B1-B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc</td>
<td>( \text{FreqInterests} )</td>
<td>List of the frequency channels of interests</td>
<td>measurement</td>
<td>SIB 5, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{ListForbid} )</td>
<td>List of forbidden candidate cells (due to access control)</td>
<td>measurement</td>
<td>SIB 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{measBandwidth} )</td>
<td>Maximum bandwidth allowed for performing measurement</td>
<td>measurement</td>
<td>SIB 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intra-freq (non intra-freq) measurement is triggered, otherwise the measurement for those higher priority cells \((\Theta_{\text{intra}}(\Theta_{\text{nonintra}}) \text{ nonintra) measurement is performed periodically (every } T_{\text{higher,meas}} \text{ Seconds).})

Mobile device measures the received radio signal quality using multiple metrics like RSRP (reference signal received power) and RSRQ (reference signal received power quality) for 4G LTE. They take different values: RSRP (-140dBm, -44dBm), RSRQ (-19.5dB, -88dB), and thus use distinct configuration parameters. Without loss of generality, we use RSRP hereafter unless specified. Calibration is used to compensate for different transmission power and ensure fair radio signal comparison. It converts the actual measurement \( r_S \) into a level of radio signal quality \( r_S = r_S(\text{actual}) - \Delta_{\text{min}} \), where \( \Delta_{\text{min}} \) is another pre-configured parameter.

- **Reporting.** LTE uses a set of reporting events to determine whether, what and when a user device should report its measurement results to the serving cell to assist an active-state handoff. LTE defines ten events (A1-A6, B1,B2, C1,C2) [12], but our measurement study shows that not all the events are used (A1-A5, B1 and B2 observed). Each event targets one specific condition and has its own configuration set (thresholds \( \Theta_e \), hypothesis \( H_e \) and offsets \( \Delta_e \)).

A1 and A2 indicate that the serving cell’s radio signal strength \( r_S \) is better or worse than a threshold; A3 and A4 indicate that one neighboring (candidate) cell is better than the serving one plus an offset (A3) or a threshold (A4); A5 indicates that the neighboring cell is larger than a certain threshold while the serving one is weaker than another threshold; Events B1 and B2 indicate the existence of a decent inter-RAT neighboring cell (B1: larger than one threshold, B2: larger than another threshold and the serving one weaker than certain threshold).

We use A3 to illustrate the event form:
We have thus designed MobileInsight to collect cellular network signaling messages on rooted Android smartphones. It extracts all handoff configurations from signaling messages exchanged between the device and the cell (e.g., System Information Blocks and RRC Connection Reconfiguration messages contained in Radio Resource Control message for LTE cells). This is feasible by leveraging the fact that handoff configuration parameters and messages over 4G LTE). This allows us to collect handoff configurations only (see Table 2 for main parameters) and enables us to assess the impacts of different configurations. We use these hints to guide through the large-scale configuration characterization and analysis. We also exploit results and findings in the configuration study to run Type-II experiments. For example, we run experiments around certain cells to evaluate the performance of different configurations.

To make our data collection more efficient, we enable proactive cell switching for the serving cell. MobileInsight changes its preferred network type (e.g., LTE only, UMTS/CDMA only, and GSM) and even its frequency band to automate the switching of the serving cell. MobileInsight has been useful for collecting data from operators worldwide. We thus distribute a mobile app version of MobileInsight to volunteers to make this participation as easy as possible.

Specifically, it performs three tasks: handoff configuration collection (i.e., Type-I measurement), configuration characterization and analysis (Q1), and performance assessment/validation experiment (Type-II measurements, Q2). Upon new app updates, the app communicates with the MobileInsight server and loads the experimentation patches on the fly without new installation and compiling.

To make our measurements further scale out to more carriers, we develop a crowdsourced measurement infrastructure managed by MobileInsight servers. To this end, MobileInsight relies on global, participating volunteers from different countries and regions to collect configuration traces from operators worldwide. We thus distribute a mobile app version of MobileInsight to volunteers to make this participation as easy as possible. Specifically, it performs three tasks: handoff configuration collection (i.e., Type-I measurement), configuration characterization and analysis (Q1), and performance assessment/validation experimentation (Type-II measurements, Q2). Upon new app updates, the app communicates with the MobileInsight server and loads the experimentation patches on the fly without new installation and compiling.

To make our measurements further scale out to more carriers, we develop a crowdsourced measurement infrastructure managed by MobileInsight servers. To this end, MobileInsight relies on global, participating volunteers from different countries and regions to collect configuration traces from operators worldwide. We thus distribute a mobile app version of MobileInsight to volunteers to make this participation as easy as possible. Specifically, it performs three tasks: handoff configuration collection (i.e., Type-I measurement), configuration characterization and analysis (Q1), and performance assessment/validation experimentation (Type-II measurements, Q2). Upon new app updates, the app communicates with the MobileInsight server and loads the experimentation patches on the fly without new installation and compiling.

To make our measurements further scale out to more carriers, we develop a crowdsourced measurement infrastructure managed by MobileInsight servers. To this end, MobileInsight relies on global, participating volunteers from different countries and regions to collect configuration traces from operators worldwide. We thus distribute a mobile app version of MobileInsight to volunteers to make this participation as easy as possible. Specifically, it performs three tasks: handoff configuration collection (i.e., Type-I measurement), configuration characterization and analysis (Q1), and performance assessment/validation experimentation (Type-II measurements, Q2). Upon new app updates, the app communicates with the MobileInsight server and loads the experimentation patches on the fly without new installation and compiling.

To make our measurements further scale out to more carriers, we develop a crowdsourced measurement infrastructure managed by MobileInsight servers. To this end, MobileInsight relies on global, participating volunteers from different countries and regions to collect configuration traces from operators worldwide. We thus distribute a mobile app version of MobileInsight to volunteers to make this participation as easy as possible. Specifically, it performs three tasks: handoff configuration collection (i.e., Type-I measurement), configuration characterization and analysis (Q1), and performance assessment/validation experimentation (Type-II measurements, Q2). Upon new app updates, the app communicates with the MobileInsight server and loads the experimentation patches on the fly without new installation and compiling.
We describe our Type-II measurement results to look into real-world handoff configurations (Q1) and quantify their impacts on user performance and handoff quality (Q2).

Experimental settings and dataset D1. We assess active-state and idle-state handoffs in three US cities (Chicago, IL; Indianapolis, IN; Lafayette, IN) and highways in between.

For active-state handoffs, we run designated data services while driving locally (<50 km/h) and on highways (90–120 km/h). Every run tests one of three data services: continuous speedtest via [2], constant-rate iPerf (5kbps and 1Mkbps), and ping (Google) every five seconds. We run four-week intervals in the period of Jan-April, 2018, over 16 rooted Android phones (three models: Pixel 2/XL and Nexus 6P3) in all four top US carriers: AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon, and Sprint. But the speed-test and constant-rate iPerf are primarily in AT&T and T-Mobile only. We use tcpdump to log data packets and MLeo to collect cellular signaling messages that convey handoff configuration parameters. We study 4G → 4G active-state handoffs only and collect 14,510 instances (around 8,000 km in total).

For idle-state handoffs, we run the driving tests in the same area without running any data services. Moreover, we turn off background data as much as we can. We observe that some handoffs are still active-state due to the background traffic. We ignore them and consider 4G → 4G idle-state handoffs only and have collected 4,263 instances.

4.1 Active-state handoff

We study three issues: (1) What are decisive configurations in active-state handoffs and how do they look? (2) How do they affect radio signal quality before and after a handoff? (3) How do they affect data performance on the go?

Reporting configurations vary and two event types are decisive to trigger active-handoff. We observe that handoffs are triggered by different reporting events with distinct configuration values. We observe that all the handoffs (99.6%) have multiple reporting events (e.g., one or multiple A2/A5/P events) and end with one of the following events: A3, A5 and periodic reporting of neighboring cells’ radio signal quality (P, configured by the carrier). We gauge that the last event is decisive because all the handoffs happen immediately (within 80-230 ms) once the last measurement report is sent to the serving cell. It is not hard to understand that other events are not enough to invoke a handoff. Specifically, event A2 (the current serving cell is weaker than one threshold) should not trigger a handoff unless there is a strong candidate cell (A3, A5, P); Periodic reporting and other events can be triggered when the reporting criteria is satisfied but the reported radio signal quality is not sufficient to make a handoff decision until the last one comes.

Fig. 5 plots the distribution of the decisive events, along with the range of their main parameter values in AT&T and T-Mobile. We clearly see uneven usage of distinct events and carrier-specific configurations. This conclusion is also applicable to other carriers (see §5.3). Operators may use different radio signal metrics. AT&T uses RSRP for A3 and RSRP and RSRQ almost equally for A5, whereas T-Mobile uses RSRP in most cases. Although RSRP and RSRQ are conceptually interchangeable, there is no 1:1 mapping between them. As such, we observe more A5 options in AT&T. Specifically, we observe that AT&T primarily uses A3 (67.4%) and A5 (26.1%) while P (4.4%) and A2 (1.7%) are occasionally observed. In T-Mobile, most active-state handoffs are caused by A3 (67.7%), P(20.2%) and A5 (10.0%). In both carriers, A1 and A4 are rarely observed (<0.5%) and other events like A6, B1, B2, C1 and C2 are never observed. Moreover, parameter values are quite different; for example, ΔA3, the offset value in event A3, ranges in [-1dB, 15dB] in T-Mobile, but [0dB, 5dB] in AT&T (dominated by 3dB). Parameters for A5 are more dispersed. We present detailed results in our larger-scale study (§5, e.g., Fig. 14 for AT&T).

Implications: Two policies dominate the practice by mobile operators. A3 is the most popular one for its simplicity. It uses a relative comparison to mandate that the new cell is better (usually, ΔA3 > 0) than the serving one.

A5 is the most flexible one. It can make the same comparison as A3 (e.g., offset = the gap in two thresholds). Note that, it differs from A3 because A5 has additional requirements on the absolute radio signal quality (the serving one < ΘA5,S and the candidate one > ΘA5,C). A5 can substitute other events with particular parameter settings, such as A2 (when ΘA5,C = -140dB, worst RSRP) and A4 (when ΘA5,S = -44dB, best RSRP). In fact, we do observe such configurations in A5. This explains why other events are rarely observed.

---

3The three phone models are not chosen for particular capabilities.
Handoff to cells with better radio signal is not always true. We find that not all handoffs go to a cell with stronger radio signals, and this choice depends on handoff configurations.

Fig. 6a shows RSRPs before and after handoffs under three decisive reporting events in AT&T (similar for other carriers). For comparisons, we also plot the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the RSRP changes ($\Delta_{\text{RSRP}} = \text{RSRP}_{\text{new}} - \text{RSRP}_{\text{old}}$) in Figure 6b.

We see that, for A5, only 52% of handoffs get better in terms of RSRP (62% for RSRQ). In contrast, A3 and periodic reporting largely ensure a better radio signal quality: 87% of handoffs have $\Delta > 0$ and the ratio goes up to 94% given that 3dB measurement dynamics is common.

This is because A5 reports two independent conditions: the serving cell is weaker than a threshold ($\Theta_{A5,S}$) and the candidate cell is stronger than another one ($\Theta_{A5,C}$). Given two parameter configurations, it is not ensured that the new cell is stronger.

We observe that $\Theta_{A5,S,\text{rsrq}} > \Theta_{A5,C,\text{rsrq}}$ (e.g., $-11.5$dB vs. $-14$dB). In RSRP cases, the dominant setting is $\Theta_{A5,S,\text{rsrp}} = -44$dB (no requirement) and $\Theta_{A5,C,\text{rsrp}} = -114$dB. That is, such A5 events do not take into account the serving cell’s radio signal strength using RSRP in AT&T. They are responsible for the cells after handoffs with weaker radio signal coverage. While this finding differs from expectations, it matches the consequences of such configurations well. We further divide $\Delta_{\text{RSRP}}$ in A5 into positive (+) ($\Theta_{A5,C,\text{rsrp}} > \Theta_{A5,S,\text{rsrp}}$) and negative (-) cases; Fig. 6c shows that weaker radio signal is caused by negative configurations. Such result of event A5 further confirms our finding.

Implications: radio quality during handoffs changes as configured, but radio signal quality is not always enhanced after handoffs.

Expected data performance impacts and “questionable” configurations. We show that data performance during handoffs are also affected by such configurations.

We first present two handoff examples, which are both triggered by A3 but with different offset values: $\Delta_{A3} = 5$dB (top) and 12dB (bottom). We align both routes with the Measurement Report message ($t = 25s$) and handoffs are performed right away after the reporting (within 180 ms). Fig. 7 shows the average throughput in two time bins (1s and 100ms) while we run a continuous speedtest in T-Mobile. We see that data throughput decreases down to 2.2 Mbps (top) and 437Kbps (bottom) before handoffs. Performance is much worse in the bottom case because $\Delta_{A3}$ is 12dB, much higher than 5dB (top), which invokes the handoff very late after data throughput has already severely fallen down. The handoff occurs only when one candidate cell must be much stronger than the serving one. The minimum throughput before handoffs declines by 80.1% (5x gap).

We use the minimum throughput before handoffs (reporting) to assess performance impacts of reporting configurations. Fig. 8 compares performance under representative configurations in AT&T and T-Mobile. It shows that data performance impacts match with the anticipated consequences of such configurations. In T-Mobile, A3a (12 dB) and A5b (~121dB) tend to defer or prevent handoffs to new cells, compared to A3b (5 dB) and A5a (~87dB). A5 considers the serving cell’s threshold $\Theta_{A5,S}$ (RSRP: ~87dB and ~121dB) only. Consequently, they result in lower throughput and worse handoff quality. This is consistent with observations in AT&T. A5a ($\Theta_{A5,S,\text{RSRP}}$: ~44dB) outperforms A5b (~118dB) given the same $\Theta_{C,\text{RSRP}}$ (~114dB). It is similar in the A5c/A5d cases which use RSRQ, but the gap is much smaller as two thresholds are quite close. Such performance impacts can be somehow derived from their impacts on radio signal quality. Fig. 9 shows the box-plots of three pairwise relations: $\Delta_{A3}$ versus $\delta_{\text{RSRP}}$, $\Theta_{A5,S}$ versus $r_{old}$ and $\Theta_{A5,S}$ versus $r_{new}$. We choose these three pairs by the purposes of those parameters. We can see that handoffs are performed as configured.

Implications: We discover that radio quality signal enhancement may not be the key to better handoff performance. “Better” configurations should invoke the handoffs in time, well before the performance degrades or is about to degrade.

Recall, when $\Theta_{A5,S} = -44$dB (RSRP), A5 performs best but stronger radio signal quality is not guaranteed. This choice relaxes the requirement on the serving cell and creates a larger chance to obtain measurement reports earlier, thus making early handoff possible. Compared with other strict configurations like $\Theta_{A5,S} = -118$dB (RSRP), it indeed ensures a handoff only when the current cell is really poor (depending on the value of $\Theta_{A5,S}$) and avoids some handoffs (e.g., where the serving cell is stronger than -118dB while a neighboring one is even better (e.g., > -100dB)).

This illustrates two different policies for handoff management. The former is more performance driven while the latter also takes into account handoff overhead and seeks to reduces handoff frequency. It is hard to argue which one is better. As the cellular network infrastructure has been evolving with long-lasting deployment and
upgrades (radio signal coverage likely enhanced and overhead for frequent handoffs not likely a big concern), it may be the time for us to update handoff policies and their configurations.

We also note that, it is hard to compare data performance under different configurations (e.g., A3 and A5 in AT&T). A larger variance is observed in A3, because A3 only regulates the relative enhancement but the actual serving cell may have large variations. This raises a question on which configuration contributes to better handoff performance. If the answer varies at cells (e.g., depending on nearby radio signal coverage), we seek to learn whether any mechanism or algorithm handles it at runtime (e.g., reconfiguration). Unfortunately, our following study (§5) seems to reach a negative conclusion.

4.2 Idle-state Handoff

There is no user traffic during idle-state handoffs. We consider two issues: (1) What do these configurations look like and what are their impacts on radio signal quality? (2) Do measurement and decision perform efficiently?

**Radio signals “enhance” after handoffs except for higher priority target cells.** Fig. 10 examines the RSRP change before and after an idle-state handoff to a target cell with higher, equal or lower priority in four US carriers. The results are consistent across different carriers. Almost all the handoffs (except higher-priority non-intra freq handoffs) go to stronger cells. We observe that most configuration follow the common expectations: \( \Delta_{\text{equal}} \geq 0 \) determines that it will choose a stronger cell when both have equal priorities; \( \Theta_{\text{lower}}^c > \Theta_{\text{lower}}^s \), implies that the chosen cell is better than the previously serving one, when the new cell has a lower priority. Only in the higher-priority cases, handoffs occur as long as the candidate cell is better than an absolute value \( \Theta_{\text{higher}}^c \), regardless of the serving one. It is possible that it switches to a weaker cell (20% observed).

**Implications:** handoffs use priority + radio signal thresholds to tune their policies on radio signal evaluation. Higher-priority cells may be preferred for better performance even with lower radio signal quality (4G vs 3G/2G) or non-performance reasons (e.g., operators favor some newly deployed cells and acquired bands, see the instance observed in §5.4.1).

**Measurement efficiency (necessity) is not always guaranteed.** We examine whether measurements run efficiently and whether all measurements are necessary. We consider two issues.

(1) Will intra-freq measurements be always preferred over non intra-freq measurements? This is intuitively the case, since intra-freq measurements take less time and non intra-freq ones must measure other frequency bands with larger overhead. Therefore, \( \Theta_{\text{intra}} \) should be no smaller than \( \Theta_{\text{nonintra}} \) so that \( \Theta_{\text{nonintra}} \leq \Theta_{\text{intra}} \) always holds true. We plot the CDF of \( \Theta_{\text{intra}} - \Theta_{\text{nonintra}} \) in Fig. 11 (left), along with all value pairs observed. Clearly, it holds true (\( \geq 0 \)) in these tested areas. We also note that it becomes zero \( \Theta_{\text{intra}} = \Theta_{\text{nonintra}} \) in 5% cases. This means that, both measurements use the same criteria and will be invoked at the same time. However, some counterexamples are found in our larger-scale study though very rare (only observed from two carriers in specific areas) In those cases, non-intra freq measurements are performed even more often than intra-freq ones.

(2) Will all measurements be closely associated with the subsequent handoff decision? We infer the occurrence of measurements by examining whether \( r_s - \Delta_{\text{min}} < \Theta_{\text{intra}} \) (or \( \Theta_{\text{nonintra}} \)) (see Eq. (1)). We find that in many cases, measurements are always invoked but handoffs are likely not. This happens when \( \Theta_{\text{intra}} \) (or \( \Theta_{\text{nonintra}} \)) is extremely large but the radio signal evaluation threshold in decision is small. We use one common instance for illustration: \( \Theta_{\text{intra}} = 62dB, \Theta_{\text{nonintra}} = 28dB, \Delta_{\text{min}} = -122dB, \Theta_{\text{low}}^s = 6dB \) and \( \Delta_{\text{equal}} = 4dB \). For simplicity, we consider the serving cell as having the highest priority and thus idle-state handoffs occurs when \( r_s < -122 + 6 = -116 dB \) (lower-priority) or \( r_s > r_s + 4dB \) (equal-priority), refer to Eq. (3). However, intra-freq measurements are triggered when \( r_s < -122 + 62 = -60 dB \). It is true almost anywhere. It implies that measurements are performed at all time even when the device is static at one place or under good radio signal coverage. Intuitively, these measurements are unnecessary. Fig. 11 (middle and right) plots the gaps between the measurement and decision thresholds observed. Clearly, \( \Theta_{\text{intra}} - \Theta_{\text{low}}^s \) is pretty large (~30dB in 95% cases). Such a big gap implies that intra-freq measurements performed when the serving cell is strong are much less necessary because handoffs only happen when the serving cell is quite weak (e.g., a small value for \( \Theta_{\text{low}}^s \)). We also observe another interesting finding of \( \Theta_{\text{nonintra}} < \Theta_{\text{low}}^s \). It implies that non-intra freq measurements may not run in time (\( \Theta_{\text{nonintra}} \) is too small) to assist handoffs.

**Implications:** Diverse choices may cause inconsistent or conflicting configurations and hurt handoff quality. While each single parameter configuration is sensible, the combination of multiple ones might...
be problematic. There exists a negative compound effect that we do not anticipate when these configurations are not well coordinated.

5 CONFIGURATIONS AT LARGER-SCALE

In this section we characterize how various operators configure handoff parameters (Q1) in a larger-scale study. Given insights gained in §4, we discuss their implications.

Dataset B2. We run type-I measurements in several US cities sporadically in two periods: Oct 2016 - April 2017 and Aug 2017- May 2018. We also distribute MMLab to 35+ volunteers (college students, professors and researchers, aged from 21 to 50) across the US and around the world to intermittently collect configuration data between Nov 2017 and April 2018. This dataset covers 7,996,149 configuration samples from 32,033 unique cells locating in 30 carriers over 15 countries and regions (main carriers shown in Tab. 3). Fig. 12 shows the breakdown per carrier. Most data is collected in USA, China and several countries/regions in Asia, and a small number of cells (<100) are in France, Germany, Spain and Mexico, etc. Note that the number of cells is relatively small in small regions like Singapore, Hongkong, Taiwan and Korea (Seoul only). We count the number of unique cells. We treat each parameter observed as one sample. The number of samples is much larger because some cells have been collected at multiple rounds and each round observes a set of configuration parameters. Our dataset covers all five RATs and 4G LTE is dominant (Tab. 4). LTE contributes to 72% cells. This is because LTE is the latest and the most widely used technology today; 3G and 2G support two family standards. The UMTS/GSM family is more popular and EVDO/CDMA1x are only observed in Verizon, Sprint and China Telecom. We first study LTE and then investigate its differences with other RATs.

5.1 Low Temporal Dynamics

We first examine whether (and how) handoff configurations change over time. This is also critical to our dataset quality and data cleaning. Note that most data is collected by volunteers beyond our control and data collection does not run at all times. As such, not all the updates, if existing, are captured in this dataset; Therefore, actual temporal dynamics may be underestimated. However, our following analysis shows that configurations do not vary over time frequently, and thus one-time collection is sufficient.

We first confirm that we have enough samples to study temporal dynamics. Fig. 13a shows the number of samples across all the cells for given serving cell configuration parameters (in SIB3), and almost half of the cells (48.1%) have multiple samples. This indicates that at least 48.1% of cells have > 1 samples for certain configuration parameter and our dataset suffices to examine temporal dynamics. We find that temporal dynamics vary with idle-state and active-state handoff configuration parameters. We plot the percentage of LTE cells with distinct samples observed over time in Fig. 13b (two y-axes). If the cell is observed with multiple samples for the same parameter in one round, it will be counted into the t=0 case. We see that configuration updates over time are really rare; Those idle-state handoff parameters are updated less frequently. Both idle-state and active-state do not vary too much over time (idle: 0.4% to 1.6%, active: 21.2% to 24.1%, up to 2 years, mostly in 6 months). Active-state handoff are updated much more frequently.

Implications: Given low temporal dynamics, our data collection even with only one-time observation is enough. In our following study, we consider unique samples, so as not to tip distributions in favor of cells with many same samples.

5.2 Complex and Diverse Configurations in One US Carrier

We first use one US carrier (AT&T) to characterize handoff configurations in reality and then extend to other carriers in §5.3. We find that configurations are quite complex and diverse in all carrier networks. We characterize such complexity and diversity in terms of three measures: the number of unique values, the distribution and the dispersion over the value range.

Fig. 14 plots the distribution of eight representative parameters selected from Table 2. This is no surprise that they are consistent with our findings in §4 (three cities only). We have three observations. First, there are multiple distinct values for most parameters, except the hysteresis for the serving cell’s radio signal evaluation $H_b$ (4dB). On the extreme end, some parameters such as $\Theta_{\text{lower}}$, $\Theta_{\text{nonintra}}$ and $\Theta_{\text{AS},5}$ have around 20+ options. Second, their distributions vary a lot as well. Some have a skewed distribution with one or few dominant values (e.g., $\Delta_{\text{min}}$, the measurement calibration
Figure 14: The distribution of eight representative parameters (AT&T). The y-axis uses two scales. The one of [0%, 100%) has been amplified for better readability. '\vert' represents skipped values without enough space. Left to right with its index in Fig. 16, Simpson index and coefficient of variation: $P_s$(index:31, 0.69, 0.3), $H_n$(index:1, 0), $\Delta_{\text{min}}$ (index:9, 0.003, 0.003), $\Theta_{\text{lower}},(\text{index:22,0.49,0.81})$, $\Theta_{\text{nonintra}}(\text{index:23,0.52,0.82})$, $\Delta_{A_3}(\text{index:20,0.33,0.34})$, $\Theta_{A_5,S}$ (index:32, 0.72, 0.69), $T_{\text{reportTrigger}}$(index:35, 0.78, 0.84).

Figure 15: Illustrative distributions of four parameters observed with different diversity in AT&T in all chosen carriers.

Figure 16: Diversity measures of LTE handoff parameters in AT&T.

threshold mainly set as $-122$ dB). Others have a relatively even distribution across most values (e.g., the priority of the serving cell $P_s$ as 0-7 for LTE cells). This indicates that AT&T does not treat all 4G LTE cells equally with finer-grained priority settings. However, it may induce inconsistent priority settings and problematic handoffs disclosed in our recent study [22]. Third, rich diversity does not only exist in their distribution but also in their value range. Some parameters disperse in a broad range of values (e.g., $[-140$ dB, $-8$ dB] for $\Theta_{A_5,S}$ (both RSRP and RSRQ supported), and [40ms, 1280ms] for the $T_{\text{reportTrigger}}$ timer). Such wide dispersion implies that those parameters probably affect handoff quality more as validated in §4.

Diversity metrics. To quantify such diversity, we apply two popular metrics: Simpson index of diversity [19] and coefficient of variation [13]. Simpson index is to quantify the diversity in distribution. It is better than the naive measure of the number of unique values (richness) because it takes into account the relative abundance of each value. Coefficient of variation is a well-defined, statistical measure to quantify the diversity in the value range. This complements Simpson index for measuring relative variability. They are given by

\[
D = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{(n_i)^2}{N^2}, \quad C_v = \frac{\sqrt{Var[X]}}{E[X]},
\]

Where $m$ is the number of unique values, $n_i$ is the count of a single value $x_i$, and $N$ is the total counts of all values $N = \sum_{i=1}^{m} n_i$. $E[X]$ and $Var[X]$ are the expectation and variance of the data $X$ ($X_i, j = 1 \cdots N$). Simpson index ranges from $[0, 1]$ and a lower value indicates diversity. A lower coefficient in $C_v$ indicates lesser dispersion in value.

Fig. 16 shows the diversity measures of all handoff configuration parameters observed in AT&T, sorted in the increasing order of Simpson Index. We only observe a subset of configuration parameters because AT&T does not support 3G EVDO and 2G CDMA technologies (some parameters not applicable). Some events are not observed (say, B1, B2, A6) or rarely observed (say A1, A4). Those parameters are omitted as well. We confirm that each configuration parameter has its unique diversity pattern. The only exception is those parameters with no/low diversity (index $\leq 16$ or 8). In fact, the first 8 parameters are single valued and No.9-16 are dominated by a single value. We find that these parameters do not exhibit rich diversity because they are primarily used for calibration or are associated with other varying parameters (e.g., Event A3 uses both an offset and a hysteresis; The hysteresis remains fixed as the offset varies). This way, carriers are still armed with sufficient power for fine-grained handoff management. Among those parameters with distinct values, diversity is multi-faceted with consistent or divergent patterns among their distribution, dispersion and richness. For instance, $\Theta_{A_5,S}$ (index:32), $\Theta_{\text{lower}}^{(c)}$(index:22) and $\Theta_{\text{nonintra}}^{(c)}$(index:23), are consistently diverse, but the serving priority $P_s$ (index:31) is diverse in the distribution but not in dispersion and richness. In contrast, $\Theta_{\text{lower}}^{(c)}$(index:15) and $\Theta_{\text{nonintra}}^{(c)}$(index:18) have high richness and dispersion but medium (lower) distribution diversity because one or two values are dominant in use.

Implications: operators have power to realize fine-grained handoff managements with diverse configurations.
5.3 From One to Many Carriers

We extend the above study to all other carriers. Unsurprisingly, rich diversity is observed in all other carriers. Due to space limit, we mainly present interesting results on carrier-specific diversity. We consider all four US carriers and other representative carriers each from China (China Mobile), Korea (SK Telecom), Singapore (MobileOne), Hong Kong (China Mobile Hong Kong) and Taiwan (Taiwan Cellular). The conclusions are applicable to other carriers. We select four representative parameters with different-level diversity observed in AT&T to exemplify their distributions in those carrier networks in Fig. 15. We show diversity measures of the same eight parameters across the chosen carriers in Fig. 17.

We clearly see that each parameter configuration is carrier specific. This gives several implications. First, parameters are likely configured by carriers, not by telecom equipment vendors (default values not in use). Second, we observe that diversity across multiple parameters is consistent for certain carriers. For example, SK Telecom (Korea) exhibits the lowest diversity for almost all the parameters. All four representative parameters (priority, radio signal evaluation thresholds/offsets) are single-valued; In contrast, all other carriers except Mobileone (Singapore) use highly diverse configurations for all the parameters. This implies that carriers adopt distinct (likely proprietary) configurations and policies. There might be no single answer given different goals of interests (performance, operational cost, robustness, etc.). But it might be a concern without thorough investigation on whether the current one is a winner and how far away, if not.

Implications: Carrier-specific configurations raise an interesting question: which configuration (policy) runs best? There might be no single answer given different goals of interests (performance, operational cost, robustness, etc.). It might be a concern if handoff configurations are not well managed and verified before their use.

5.4 Understanding Handoff Configurations

We next delve into a closer look at why they are configured so. We attempt to unveil what attributes contribute to current configuration diversity and how. We consider three factors: cell frequency, RAT, and location. We choose them because intuitively, operators may customize their policies per cell for finest-grained management (low temporal dynamics validated in §5.1). These three factors decide the cell type (what the cell is) and location (where the cell is), which are the most important cell properties visible to us.

5.4.1 Frequency. We first select $P_s$ and $P_c$, the priorities of the serving and candidate cells for frequency dependence analysis. Intuitively, they should be frequency-dependent. Fig. 18 plots their breakdown per frequency channel in AT&T. All the carriers with multiple values (except SK and MO with low diversity) observe similar frequency-dependent patterns (omitted without enough space). AT&T uses 24 distinct channels, and the operating frequency for the serving cell primarily over the channels numbered as 850, 1975, 2000, 5110, 5780 and 9820, which matches with its 4G band usage [4]. The channel number is called EARFCN (LTE Absolute Radio Frequency Channel Number), and their mappings to frequency spectrum bands are regulated by [11] and can be found online, e.g., via [3].

We see that each frequency channel is mostly associated with one single/dominant value and the use of multiple frequency channels is the primary contributor to current priority diversity (exceptions explained later). There are several interesting findings. First, AT&T uses a lower priority (here, 2) for LTE-exclusive bands (called main bands [4], bands 12 and 17 around 700MHz), including 5110/5145 (band 12) and 5780 (band 17); Channel 1975 (band 4, AWS-1) is an exception. A higher priority (5 or 4) is mainly assigned to the 9820 channel (band 30, 2300 MHz WCS), which was recently acquired to provide additional bandwidth. Such priority setting implies that AT&T prefers the additional bands to the LTE-exclusive (main) bands and tends to use 3G-coexisting bands for LTE as much as possible. This sounds like a good upgrade strategy which facilities and accelerates wide adoption of a new RAT. Second, some frequencies use multiple values which are prone to conflicts. For example, AT&T assigns two or three values over the channels of 1975, 2000, 2425, 5870 and 9820. This is observed at 6.3% of AT&T cells in our measurement study. Such multiple-value priority settings are also observed in other carriers. However, such inconsistent priority settings might make trouble. Consider a case where two cells believe the other has a higher priority. It is prone to a handoff loop, which was reported by our prior work [22]. Our large-scale study shows this problem exists in many carriers and unfortunately, it is not as rare as we anticipated before. Third, our study helps troubleshoot the problematic practice. We notice that updating priorities with new channel preference can be problematic in practice. [1] reports one recent user complaint that AT&T breaks the 4G service for the phones that do not support band 30 (here, channel 9820). But no technical cause has been reported. Now, we know why. AT&T sets the highest priority to band 30 and thus the handoff decision step likely chooses the cell over it, even when 4G LTE cells over different channels are available (otherwise, the phone could not work well before). Given that not all the phones support band 30 (e.g., a Verizon iPhone 6S+ [1]), they are unable to switch to the target cell all along and thus the 4G service is disrupted. Actually, conflicts or inconsistent configurations between base stations and mobile devices are not rare. We had observed other instances in our previous study [27].
We further quantify such frequency dependence, using a generic measure of parameter \( \theta \)'s dependence on a factor \( F \).

\[
\zeta_{M, \theta|F} = E \left[ |M(\theta|F = F_{j}) - M(\theta)| \right] \tag{5}
\]

where \( M(\theta) \) is the \( \theta \)'s diversity measure (here, \( D \) or \( C_{c} \)). We compare it with the expectation of the conditional ones \( \{M(\theta|F = F_{j})\} \). We plot \( \zeta_{D, \theta|freq} \) and \( \zeta_{C_{v}, \theta|freq} \) for all the parameters observed in AT&T in Fig. 19. We indeed observe that frequency dependence per parameter is also carrier-specific and do not show these results due to space limit. However, it holds true to all the carriers that not all highly diverse parameters (here, \( N_{o} \geq 17 \)) are frequency-dependent. Interestingly, we find that some reporting events are frequency-dependent like \( A2 \) (index: 32) and \( A5 \) (index: 33 and 34) but some not, such as \( A1 \) (index: 21) and \( A3 \) (index: 21). This helps to infer the carrier’s handoff policies. Here, we can see that there is a universal standard for a good cell \( A2 \) and relative comparison \( A3 \) but the standard for a poor cell \( A2 \) and the absolute value setting \( A5 \) are frequency-dependent. We also observe that some other parameters like \( T_{reportTrigger} \) (index 35) and hysteresis (index: 27) are frequency-independent, which matches with their use.

5.4.2 Location. We quantify the impacts of location at the macro-level (city) and micro-level (proximity). We aim to answer two questions: (1) Do operators customize their configurations in cities? (2) Will diversity disappear (or greatly decline) among nearby cells?

City-level. Here, we study US cities only. We divide our dataset based on the cities where the configurations are collected and we present the results for top-5 cities (total number of cells in four US carriers): C1(Chicaco: 4671), C2 (LA: 2982), C3 (Indianapolis: 2348), C4 (Columbus: 1268), C5 (Lafayette: 745). We choose \( P_{5} \) and normalize its distribution in each city. Fig. 20 plots the results. We observe that carriers may configure cells at different geographical locations slightly differently. In C1 (Chicago), their configurations obviously differ from those in other cities. This is understood. Operators usually divide their network domain (one nation) into multiple market areas and they may run incremental deployment and configurations over time. The bands used may differ as well. We also check other parameters and observe location-dependent diversity.

Implications: Operators deploy different configuration values at different locations(cities). This also explains some problematic configurations are observed only at specific areas.

Proximity. We further consider those cells in close proximity. Handoffs are distributed. After mobile device switches to a new serving cell, the configurations associated with the new cell take effects. So a handoff is affected by configurations at co-located cells.
We now discuss the implications and potential actions for operators, (see §4.2). They imply either premature measurements or overdue troubleshooting the user complaint tickets on poor performance. Fourth, operators should take configurations into account when not upgraded but still affected (e.g., cells in proximity, see §5.4.2). Operators should verify the correct impact on the updated cells, but also those that are not upgraded but still affected (e.g., cells in proximity, see §5.4.2). Fourth, operators should take configurations into account when troubleshooting the user complaint tickets on poor performance.

**Suggestions for operators.** Operators should verify the correctness and validate the expected properties of their configurations. They should also reassess their used configuration algorithms for active-state handoffs. Our study has confirmed that certain configurations are problematic and yield nontrivial performance penalties.

We make four suggestions for operators to check their hand-off configurations. First, they should look into A3 and A5 events for active-state handoffs. Some negative offset values are observed in A3, and A5 allows for more than 20 options (see §4.1). They may prevent or delay handoffs, thus impeding performance on the go. Second, operators should check measurement and decision parameters with nontrivial gaps for idle-state handoff configurations (see §4.2). They imply either premature measurements or overdue handoff decisions. Consequently, they may unnecessarily drain the battery at the mobile device. Third, operators should look into their priority settings carefully. Our study has identified several real-world instances of losing 4G access, despite the availability of local 4G cells, due to improper priority settings by operators. In fact, when performing infrastructure upgrades or reconfiguring parameters (more than priorities), operators should consider not only their impacts on the updated cells, but also those that are not upgraded but still affected (e.g., cells in proximity, see §5.4.2). Fourth, operators should take configurations into account when troubleshooting the user complaint tickets on poor performance and failures upon mobility. Improper configurations should share the blame for some cases (e.g., see §5.4.1).

**Device side improvement for users.** We believe that mobile users can benefit from our study along two dimensions by utilizing device-side power.

Our key finding is that, given the observable configurations, it is feasible to predict handoffs at runtime at the mobile device. Using our tool, the mobile devices can readily collect runtime configuration parameters, and use them plus real-time measurements to forecast whether and how a handoff will occur in the near future. Moreover, such predictions can be highly accurate, given the common handoff policies being used. Such accurate predictions supply reliable heuristics at runtime to optimize TCP and application performances over cellular networks.

Mobile devices can further detect improper configurations using the information collected from handoff configurations. They can leverage their device-side capabilities to eliminate or alleviate negative impact (e.g., reducing unnecessary measurements, triggering timely handoffs, and relaxing strict requirements on radio signal quality).

**Research community.** Our study so far helps to understand how operators manage handoffs and design their policies. It also partially explains why operators design their handoffs in the current forms. However, a number of research issues remain for further efforts.

- **Automated tool for configuration verification.** Given the sheer scale of cells and configuration settings, we thus believe an automated solution to configuration verification is a viable approach. Our study sheds lights on how to design such an automated tool. We believe that such a tool is feasible, if we leverage runtime configurations collected from the device, the formal models for handoffs specified by the 3GPP standards, the verification techniques borrowed from programming language and AI communities, and the learning algorithm to be adapted from the machine learning and AI communities. Moreover, given such configuration checks, we can further conduct a cross-layer study that spans the low-level cellular protocol stack to the higher-level TCP/IP suite.

- **What are the goals for operators to achieve in their policy-based handoffs?** Policy-based practice is not for performance only. As we have learned from the Internet BGP case, policy design is mainly shaped by non-technical issues. However, a big difference exists for the handoff case. Handoffs are mainly for a single carrier network, without crossing administration domains. They are invoked for diverse (even conflicting) goals such as selecting the best radio signal quality, boosting high-speed access, sustaining seamless data/voice support, balancing loads, lowering operational cost, etc. Note that not all configurations are exposed to us. The observed configurations are mainly based on radio signal evaluation tuned by cell priorities. Our study shows that it might be viable to first examine their policies on radio signal quality, and then extend to non-radio components. Through relaxing their radio signal requirements (see the A5 examples in §4.1) and comparing with other configurations, we can possibly infer how handoff policies vary, reason the expected impacts of such changes and learn the handoff policies.

**6 IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS**

We discuss the implications and potential actions for operators, end users, and the research community. Our study further opens problems that warrant future efforts.

**Implications:** Increasing diversity may continue in the coming 5G, especially with hybrid and more radio access options. Our study likely helps understand mobility support in 5G as well.

**Figure 22:** Boxplots of diversity metrics of all parameters used by different RATs.
• Will handoff configurations realize the policies and goals as expected? From configurations we learn that a handoff will take place under what conditions and go to which cell, as well as its required time and overhead. As shown in our measurements §4.2, we may infer their impact on intra-freq and non intra-freq measurements when the threshold reduces from 62dB to 42dB. From performance assessments, we can associate these configurations with the perceived configurations. Through large-scale learning, we can quantify their performance impacts and examine whether they induce unnecessary performance penalties.

• Will handoff configurations introduce unexpected troubles? Handoffs are distributed operations in nature. While single-cell configurations are well justified, there is no guarantee for no conflicts among multiple cells. Our prior studies [22, 27] have shown that misconfigurations may compromise the structural properties of stability and reachability. This study reveals rich diversity, which is prone to configuration conflicts and misconfigurations.

• Implications to 5G The identified results are likely applicable to 5G. 5G will continue its policy-based handoff management. Following the RAT evolution, the upcoming 5G will employ even more configuration options, with the adoption of new radio access technology and support for extremely high speed (e.g., at aircrafts).

7 RELATED WORK

There is no work that characterizes real-world handoff configurations and investigates their implications, except our preliminary studies [22, 24, 27]. Our prior results have disclosed the problems of handoff instability [22, 24] and unreachability [27] due to misconfigurations or conflicting configurations. Those studies conduct theoretical analysis (reasoning) to prove the existence and their conditions of unstable handoffs or unreachable cells, use a small dataset of two US carriers in two cities to validate the possibilities in real-world and assess their performance impacts. As a matter of fact, this measurement study is motivated by them but it focuses on characterizing configurations at a much larger global-scale (30 carriers, 31,000+ cells). Moreover, we assess the impacts of ‘normal’ configurations, rather than problematic configurations only, on handoff quality and user performance. We next compare most relevant work in two categories, which may also benefit from our measurement study.

Performance in mobility. Cellular data performance on the go has been measured, analyzed and enhanced in the literature [16–18, 20, 21, 25, 26, 29]. They look into TCP and application layers only. They show data performance indeed declines due to handoffs [20, 21, 25] and propose enhanced TCP solutions for cellular networks (e.g., recent advances in [16, 18, 26, 29] and a survey in [17]). Our study takes a new perspective into the underlying handoff process directly and investigates performance impacts induced by diverse configurations. It can offer explicit handoff information, not only on its consequence, but also the reason and procedure. This potentially help higher TCP/application layers deal with handoffs in a better way.

Handoff parameter re-design. Several studies aim to enhance mobility support in cellular networks through handoff parameter optimization [14, 15, 28]. [14] proposes to locate optimal event parameters for 2G-3G handoffs; [15, 28] advocate to integrate user objectives into handoff decision strategies and introduce new parameters. However, they use a simplistic model which aims to optimize one objective function, but do not take into account real handoff mechanisms (distributed handoffs, policies and configurations). Our work can help solve handoff configuration optimization in a more realistic setting.

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we conduct a sizable measurement study on policy-based handoff configurations from 30 mobile carriers in the US and globally. To this end, we design a new device-centric tool, MMLab, which collects runtime handoff configurations without the assistance from operators.

We exhibits three main points from our analysis. 1) Extremely complex and diverse configurations are deployed by operators in reality. 2) The setting of handoff configuration values affect data performance and user experience when moving. 3) Such diverse configurations lead to unexpected negative compound effect to performance and efficiency. Our study further sheds lights on how the operators, the mobile user at the device side, and the research community can move forward to refine the handoff management in 4G/5G systems, which are the only large-scale networks with ubiquitous mobility support.
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APPENDIX: MOBILITY CONFIGURATION DATASET

We release our collected mobility configuration dataset at http://milab.cs.purdue.edu/mmlab_release/.
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